HOW TO PUT
PURPOSE AT
THE
OF YOUR
ORGANISATION

LEA DI N G WI T H PUR P O S E
A N IMM ERS I VE, T RA N S FO R M ATI O NAL
E XPERIEN CE FO R EX ECUTI V E TE AM S

WE ACTIVATE THE LEADERS WITHIN

NOURISHING OUR COUNTRY

A T R A N SF OR M A T I VE
EX PER I EN C E
A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE DESIGNED
FOR EXECUTIVE TEAMS TO LEAD
THEIR ORGANISATION AND
PEOPLE WITH SHARED PURPOSE

Maximus has partnered with OzHarvest to bring a
transformative leadership experience, designed to
help executive teams put purpose-led leadership
at the heart of their organisation, driving value for
themselves, for the business and society around
them.
Learning within the context of an entrepreneurial,
disruptive and completely purpose-led organisation,
Maximus will guide your executive team to a greater
understanding of their existence and purpose, in
order to drive focus and impact back in their
business and beyond.

O U T P U T S T O E X P E CT
Participants will:
Derive personal and commercial learning through a mindblowing, transformative, highly unique experience

L E A DING WITH PU R P O SE

Encounter personal disruption, and transform it into
commercial and entrepreneurial ‘aha moments’

Reach clarity about leadership purpose, passion and
desired impact: through recognition that a great leader is
first a person of rich character, capable of deep empathy
and profound influence

Our custom-built offering for executive teams
places them in a world of delivering towards a
shared purpose, thriving in disruption, and
game-changing entrepreneurialism.

Spend 3 days inside OzHarvest:

This experience will be brought to life within the
world of OzHarvest—who are solving one of the
world’s biggest problems.
Maximus will guide the executive team on a
journey of self-discovery, helping them derive
a better sense of self-purpose, and an aligned
vision at the highest level of the organisation.

—Learn lessons on resilience and entrepreneurial spirit
— Understand how to disrupt an industry and regulation
— Get your hands dirty by picking up and distributing

re-purposed food
—Experience

true purposeful leadership first hand
through a fire-side discussion with founder and CEO
Ronni Kahn

E X P E R I E N CE S
WE’VE DESIGNED

VALU ES WE S HA R E

I have never experienced something so powerful,
confronting, challenging and helpful at the same
time.
—PARTICIPANT

Maximus and OzHarvest have been partners for
many years, and we share a number of values:
We are uniquely purpose-led, with an embedded desire to
have a positive impact on the world

We believe that only when the head and heart are aligned
can people truly deliver a positive impact in their organisation,
on their people, and the broader community

This experience has been the best learning
experience of my career. It has challenged me in
ways I have not been challenged before and has
supported me to discover more about myself
as a person and as a leader. The structure of the
program, with the combination of experiences
and content, was challenging, balanced and
impactful.
—PARTICIPANT

We are progressive and future-focussed, solving for the
problems of tomorrow, today

We share and enjoy an entrepreneurial and innovative spirit,
enabled by our strong sense of purpose

To watch an interview
between the Maximus
and OzHarvest CEO’s,
scan the QR code here

To see some of the
impact Maximus has
had on other leaders,
scan the QR code here

A HOLISTIC
& IMMERSIVE
PROGRAM
BASED IN A
LIVE CASE
STUDY

